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Thi: :11onumental reacler compiles contributions on literature 
in Af'rican ver·naculars like Fula, Mancle, Twi, Yoruba, Hausa, 
Ethiopian ancl Amhar·ic, Somali, Malagasy, Zulu, Xhosa, Sotho, 
Tswana, San and Swahili. Two theoretical contributions on 
oral liter·ature (Anclrzejewskil ancl the rise of written 
literature (Pi:aszewicz) form the per·spective from which the 
silmple sur11eys are approached. 
The eclitors state their purpose as follows : 

" ... in the minds of' most people outside Africa tt"1e term 
'African literature' means only that which has been 
written in European language~s ... The rnain aim of the 
present book is to remedy in some measure the lack of 
readily available information on African language 
literatures ... by providing a number of surveys which, 
J-1owever, must be regarded merely as samples, since 
they are only a selection from a ve1·y large number of 
suc1·1literatures."(19) 

Indeed, one of the few criticisms one may have on this 
reader, is the lack of information on literatures in 
vernaculars from the central part of Africa (e.g. literature 
in Lingala). or from the Bantu-group in general, of which only 
the Southern branches (Zulu, Xhosa, Sotho, Tswana) are amply 
presented. 
Thus, the general picture emerging from this book is 
necessarily a partial one : the Central part of the "Sudan 
Belt", the Horn, the East African coastal strip, Madagascar 
and Southern Africa are well documented, while only sporadic 
reference is made to literatures from other parts of the 
continent. 

However, the samples presented in the book (mostly by 
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British and Pulish scholars frorn the S.O.A.S., resp. the 
University of Warsaw) represent an enorn1ous cont.r-ibution to 
the study of u1.:-il <.rncl written literatures in African 
vernaculars. All analyses are broadly conceived, well
documented, and in each of them the historical and socio
cultural factors influencing evolution, form and content of 
the literatures are given the serious consideration they so 
often lack in other surveys (e.g. Janheinz Jahn's (196G) "A 
history of Black Writing" ; compare the chapters on Hausa 
and Swahili literature with the contributions in this work). 
Even in places where U1e author's analysis coulcl meet 
criticism, like R., Of-i!y's on Swahili literatu1-e when 
confrontecl with tl1e opinions of Kenyan and Tanzanian 
scholan; (e.g. Ulla Schild, eel., ( 1980) "The East A-frican 
experience", contributions of P. Mbughuni ancl M.M. Muloko:zi 
esp.). the documentary value remains consider-able. 

We can safely recommend this reader to any scholar 
interested in the study of African linguistics and literature. 
He will find an interest.ing corpus of text samples, a 
stimulating analysis, ancl extensive bibliographies on the 
subject. 
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